REGISTER OF STUDENTS OF THE ACADEMY OF THE SACRED HEART, by Anne Jane Marks. 7x10, hard cover, 359 pages, fully indexed.

"Coeur de Jesus, sauvez le monde. Que l’univers vous soit soumis. En Vous seul notre espoir se fonde. Seigneur, Seigneur, Vous nous l’avez promis. Vous l’avez dit, votre promesse. Fait notre espoir, notre bonheur, "Je bénirai dans ma tendresse Les enfants de mon Sacré Coeur." This is a traditional French hymn sung by the children of Sacred Heart Academy at school functions, and is now being used for one of the wedding songs of many graduates. This book shows listings of students, some birth dates, entrance dates and parents' residences and names, with some mothers' maiden names. In some cases only the father was listed, and sometimes only the residential town was shown. The alphabetized index shows only the students, not their parents. Where available, photos are shown, mainly in the later years, beginning with 1901. The rosters date from 1821 to 1971, with 1917 seeing the beginning of a college division. The listings are chronological rather than alphabetical. One of the alumnae was Susannah BOUDREAUX, who was a pioneer religious in New Zealand with the Society of the Sacred Heart.

Available at $20.00 from the Acadiana Press, P. O. Box 42290, USL, Lafayette, LA 70504. I felt it was a worthwhile addition to my Acadiana collection. Although the school was located in Grand Coteau, the students came from all over Louisiana, with some students coming from the Latin American states of Mexico and Cuba, as well as some United States.

GUILLOT, 1695-1906. Compiled by Frank Kittchner, Box 512, Mandeville, LA, this is not a published work but a vignette that Frank has compiled on his GUILLOT ancestors. He has put a lot of research into this, including background information on the earliest GUILLOT (also known as GUPT, DIOUPE, URIAU, GERUAU, according to Frank). He covered the geographical location of their Acadian settlement and neighbors, then followed their trail to France and to Louisiana, with additional vignettes on the BOUDREAUX and PITRE affiliations of the GUILLOTs.

Persons with these connections are invited to write Frank.

EXCHANGE CORNER.....EXCHANGE CORNER.....EXCHANGE CORNER.....EXCHANGE CORNER

We are now on an exchange basis with Acadiana Profile, a "magazine about south Louisianas," published from Lafayette by Trent Angers and Jim Bradshaw, the latter being one of our members. I found the sample issues very interesting and informative. The March/April issue covered St. John Cathedral, showing exquisite photos of the stained glass windows. It also printed some crawfish recipes, and the history of Oak Alley. Cost: $1.50 per issue, well worth it.

ST. LOUIS GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, Vol. XIV, #3 showed list from Carter's Territorial Papers, Vol. XII including Charles and François TERAULT (with various spellings), also Baptiste, and John. François was from St. Geneviève, Mo.